Sapphire derived fiber based Fabry-Perot interferometer with an etched micro air cavity for strain measurement at high temperatures.
A sapphire derived fiber (SDF) based Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) with an etched micro air cavity for strain measurement at high temperatures is proposed. The FPI is formed by splicing a section of SDF between an etched single mode fiber (ESMF) and a capillary. The SDF's core containing 51.3mol.% aluminum provides the intrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometer cavity with an enhanced fringe contrast through the narrow etched air cavity reflector. Because the different Poisson effects of the cladding and the core have different deformations under axial stress, the transverse strain imposed from the cladding to the core was introduced to the additive model. The strain sensitivity of the FPI was theoretically analyzed and experimentally demonstrated at room temperature. A thermal annealing process was performed to study the stability in high temperatures and to release the residual stress during the sensor's fabrication. The strain calibration was carried out subsequently from 20℃ to 1000℃. Benefiting from the doping in the core and diffusion in the cladding of the high temperature resistant material Al2O3, the proposed sensor was proved to operate well in 950℃ and was also characteristized by a sensitivity of 1.19 pm/µɛ and 1.06 pm/µɛ in the process of loading and unloading strain separately.